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Choose the correct options.

1- Hello, I’m a……………. I work at a hospital.

a) doctor b)engineer

c) businessman d)worker

5-

Semih:………………………………………….?

İsmet: She is a lawyer.

a) What time is it

b) How is the weather

c) Where is your mother

d) What does your sister do

6- I can repair cars because I am a………………

a) mechanic b) dentist

c) manager d) saleswoman

8-

Abdul: Can you pull out teeth?

Kadir: No, I can’t.

Abdul: Can you cut and design hair.

Kadir: No; I cant.

Abdul: Can you draw the plans of the buildings?

Kadir: No, I can’t.

Abdul: Can you cook delicious meals?

Kadir: Yes, I can.

Kadir is a / an…………………………………….

a) hairdresser b) architect

c) chef d) dentist

9- My brother Adem is a …………………… He can 

help doctors and patients.

a) salesman b) nurse

c) driver d) waitress

2- He is a / an ……………..

a) engineer b) farmer c) nurse d)actress

3- Hello, I am Ali. I ……… a plane. I am a pilot.

a) drive b) ride

c) fly d)walk

4- Medine: What does your uncle do?

Hatice: He is a ………………….. He works at a 

restaurant.

a) architect b) cook

c) dentist d) waiter

7-

Ali:……………………

Ahmet: I’m a teacher.

a) How do you feel?

b) Do you like your teacher?

c) What is your job?

d) What is the date?

10- Who can serve food and drinks?

a) Engineer b) Manager

c) Waiter d) Worker
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Answer Key

1- a

2- b

3- c

4- d

5- d

6- a

7- c

8- c

9- d

10- b
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